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2021
2020

Pandemic response solutions are introduced.

2019

Intel® Distribution of OpenVINO™ toolkit
is integrated. AxxonSoft becomes the first
VMS developer to support ONVIF Profile T.
Behavior Analytics is added to the AI
toolset.

2018

The AxxonNet cloud-based system
management service is launched.
AxxonSoft products introduce privacy
settings for GDPR compliance.

2017

AI is applied for detecting people and
vehicles. More than 10,000 IP devices
are now integrated.

2016

Deep learning offers a new approach to
fire and smoke detection. Performance
is improved with support for the H.265
codec and Intel® Quick Sync Video
hardware video decoding.

2015

Intellect is the first software to incorporate
ONVIF Profile G. The number of supported
IP devices now exceeds 8,500.

2013

New features include dewarping of fisheye
camera images via GPU and GreenStream
bandwidth optimization technology.

2012

Axxon Next is launched as the NGP-based
VMS with unlimited scalability.

2011

Forensic Search technologies are
introduced for recorded video. Support
is added for edge video analytics on IP
devices to receive video detection events
and metadata (scene descriptions).

2010

AxxonSoft joins ONVIF as a contributing
member. Auto Intellect starts recording
traffic violations.

2009

Axxon Smart IP is released as the first
VMS version based on the NGP. Intellect
supports H.264.

2008

134 IP devices from various manufacturers
are integrated.

2006

New concepts in the Next Generation
Platform (NGP) include Micromodule
architecture and a SolidStore filesystem.

2005

Industry-specific solutions are introduced:
POS Intellect, Auto Intellect, ATM Intellect,
and Face Intellect.

2004

First access control/alarm systems
integrations. Support is added for ten
Axis IP cameras.

Forensic Search
AxxonSoft is one of the pioneers in Forensic Search technologies for recorded video among VMS vendors. Forensic
Search tools greatly reduce the time you spend searching
for incidents recorded in the video archive. All the user has
to do is enter the parameters for an event of interest; for
example, upload a photo of a person, enter a license plate
number or the size and colour of an object, and AxxonSoft
analytics will find all video recordings containing the previously mentioned information in a matter of seconds.

HISTORY
OF AXXONSOFT
TECHNOLOGY

Artificial Intelligence (AI)
Since 2016, AxxonSoft has been stepping up R&D in deep
learning–based video analysis. In 2017, the company implemented a full cycle for training customisable video
analytics powered by Artificial Intelligence. To meet the
needs of a particular facility, a neural network learns
to perform customer-specific tasks from video material
obtained onsite.
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Axxon VSaaS Datacenter platform is
launched.

2003

The Motion Wavelet proprietary codec
paves the way for building large digital
video surveillance systems. The concept
of a universal security platform
is implemented in Intellect PSIM.

AXXON NEXT VMS
A video surveillance system that combines innovative technologies and experience with deployment on tens of thousands of
sites. A balanced product that can meet the needs of any project,
regardless of the scale or complexity.
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AXXON NEXT FEATURES & TECHNOLOGIES
AI-Powered Analytics

Smart Forensic Search

MomentQuest

Behavior Analytics

Customised analytics

Behavior Analytics recognizes situations of risk early on by detecting specific human postures: for example,
a cashier’s raised arms or a person
crouching by an ATM. Swift alerts to
first responders minimise the risks for
individuals, groups, and facilities.

Neural networks can meet the needs
of a particular facility by learning
from video materials obtained onsite. E.g. they can help control safety
equipment use by recognizing people
not wearing hard hats, high-visibility
vests, etc.

MomentQuest performs real-time
scene analysis and generates a
stream of metadata. To retrieve recorded footage of an event of interest, you just enter specific criteria:
motion in area(s), crossing of a line,
object colour or size, etc. Within seconds the system displays the relevant video thumbnails.

Smoke and fire detection
Intelligent fire and smoke video detection operates in areas where other
types of sensors are ineffective, e.g. in
open spaces. It provides early detection of fire hotspots which leads to a
significant reduction in damage.

Face and number plate search
Axxon Next captures and recognizes human faces and vehicle number
plates. You can quickly check a person’s
photo or a vehicle number, full or partial, against the video footage. Multiple
camera search is also possible.

Object detection

Standard search options

A neural network accurately detects specific types of objects, e.g. humans or
vehicles. This technology can filter out false alarms in complex scenes with a
large amount of non-relevant details. You can apply any conventional video
analytics (loitering, line crossing, object appearance and disappearance, etc.) to
the detected objects.

Simple yet effective functions to quickly
find events of interest: search by alarm
events, search by bookmarks and
operators’ comments, and search by
time intervals (time slicing).
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Axxon Next Retail Pack

Heat map
A heat map is a graphic representation of visitor activity
(visitor numbers/time spent) in different store areas. The
heat map can be generated from tracking data for all objects or objects specified with MomentQuest criteria.

POS supervision
Axxon Next receives data from cash
registers and links it to video feeds.
The receipt text is superimposed on
the video or displayed in a separate
pane. You can use receipt data to retrieve POS transaction videos from
the recorded footage.

Queue management
The tool detects the number of people in queueing areas. When you know actual customer numbers, you can manage human resources, in both the short
and long term.

Age and gender guesstimation
The face recognition tool guesstimates age and gender of visitors. The
saved data may be used for customer
analysis, digital signage targeting, and
other marketing purposes.

Visitor counter
This tool counts customers entering or
exiting the store or a specific area. The
information collected may be used,
along with sales data, to estimate your
sales conversion rate, and/or for market research.

Online comprehensive reports

Facial recognition

You can build custom reports based
on visitor count, queue length, age
and gender guesstimation, and data
generated by Axxon Next video analytics tools. AxxonNet cloud service
enables you to obtain reports from
any store within your retail chain
using the web interface.

Configure automatic scenarios when a
match is found. For example, the positive watchlist may notify store personnel of regular customer arrivals, while
the negative watchlist may indicate
known offenders or shoplifters.

www.axxonsoft.com
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AXXON INTELLECT PSIM
Axxon Intellect is the best choice for managing hundreds or thousands of cameras in a custom-built security system,
or when you need CCTV integrated with access control, perimeter protection, fire and security alarms, and sophisticated
functionalities such as facial recognition, ANPR, road traffic monitoring, and bundled POS or ATM monitoring systems.

LIMITLESSLY SCALABLE
DISTRIBUTED ARCHITECTURE

FOUR LEVELSOF
AUTOMATION

LOW-LEVEL INTEGRATION
WITH EDGE DEVICES

ATM

Cash register
systems

Intercoms
SD and HD
analogue
cameras

AXXON
INTELLECT
PSIM

Modbus
ONVIF

BACnet

OPC

Access control

IP devices

40+

10,000+

systems

Fire and security alarm

Perimeter security

40+

models

Advantages of the integrated platform

SNMP

Warning
systems

systems

15+
systems

•

Reduce the amount of information that the operator
has t o process, with a more intuitive interface.

•

Combine equipment from different manufacturers
and manage it from a single control centre.

•

•

Minimise the financial costs of equipping the facility
by reducing the hardware and software needed and
connecting existing equipment to the system.

Get improved situational analysis based on
information from various sources.

•

Automate decision making for standard situations.

•

Significantly reduce the likelihood of operator
mistakes.

•

Better protect the system from external interference.

•
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Implement new features that aren’t available with
self-contained systems.

Integrated Solutions
Users can select only the modules they need to build an effective system that is tailor-made for the security needs of their
site, ensuring they will have a robust system with finely-honed features at a minimal cost.
ACFA Intellect is a comprehensive tool for managing access control, fire and security alarm, and perimeter security systems using the Intellect PSIM platform. It supports
dozens of ACS, PIDS, and FSA systems.

The System Monitoring module receives and processes
alarms from widely dispersed sites and monitors the condition of hardware and software, even in low-bandwidth
areas. It can dramatically improve the operations of large,
widely distributed systems.

POS Intellect offers retailers protection and valuable intelligence by combining in-store surveillance, industryspecific video analytics, and transaction monitoring. Retailers can obtain reports in charts and tables across the
entire chain of stores via the web interface, including reports on POS transactions, suspicious transactions, and
video analytics data.

Auto Intellect monitors highway traffic flows and records
vehicles, containers and railway wagons via ANPR. It controls vehicle access to facilities, and keeps an eye on the
road by recording traffic violations and collecting statistical
data on traffic flows.

ATM Intellect automates the monitoring of ATMs and payment kiosks by integrating video and transaction data. The
system tracks alerts and comes with the System Monitoring module for real-time asset protection.

Face Intellect was developed for public places and
important infrastructure sites for which access control is critical. The facial recognition software identifies
people and also captures, records and retrieves faces
that match a picture.
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AXXONSOFT INSTALLATION SITES
Education

Industry
Doosan Babcock Energy Polska

Bayburt University

Poland

Turkey
Total no. of cameras:

400

Solution: Centralised monitoring
for 5 locations

75

Solution: Detection of people wearing
no hard hats

ArcelorMittal Kryvyi Rih

Collegio San Carlo

Ukraine

Italy
Total no. of cameras:

Total no. of cameras:

200

Solution: Facial recognition

Public Authorities

Total no. of cameras:

600+

Solution: Vehicle and rail car number
recognition, alarm system integration

MHP
Ukraine

Presidential elections 2014
Tunisia
Total no. of cameras:

269

Solution: Facial recognition with a
database of 1000 persons suspected of
terrorism

Transport & Logistics
Nova Poshta

Italy

Ukraine
594

Solution: Automatic number plate
recognition

Banking & Finance

500+

Solution: Video analytics, ANPR, access
control and alarm systems integration

Tribunale di Milano
Total no. of cameras:

Total no. of cameras:

2500+

Solution: 2500 locations across
the country with 5 servers only,
2500 remote clients

Wrocław Main Train Station
Poland

STB

Total no. of cameras:

Tunisia

266

Solution: ATM integration

Solution: Access control
and fire alarm systems integration,
328-layer interactive map, 82 macros

Raiffeisen Bank

Mexico City International Airport

Ukraine

Mexico

Total no. of cameras:

Total no. of cameras:

1500

17,000+

Solution: Comprehensive monitoring
for 600 branches across the country
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Total no. of cameras:

Total no. of cameras:
Solution: Video analytics,
smart forensic search

2250

Retail

Homeland Security
IKEA Abu Dhabi store

Yangsan Safe City

UAE

South Korea

Total no. of cameras:

420

Total no. of cameras:

Solution: Cash register system
integration

Solution: Smart forensic search,
available for imported video as well

Segmüller

Barwa Al Baraha

Germany
Total no. of cameras:

3190

Qatar
500+

Total no. of cameras:

Solution: 10 locations, cash register
system integration

4350

2018 FIFA World Cup venues

Mudo retail chain

Russia

Turkey
Total no. of cameras:
Total no. of cameras:

1920

9000+

Solution: 120 stores, video analytics

Solution: 10 stadiums, facial recognition, ANPR, access control, fire/security
alarm systems integration

SPAR retail chain

Emirates Stadium —
Arsenal F.C.

Austria
Total no. of cameras:

UK
300+

Business Complexes & Malls

Total no. of cameras:

208

Hotels

Dubai World Trade Centre
UAE
Total no. of cameras:

Al Messila Resort
400

Qatar

Solution: Facial recognition at visitor
entrances, scene analytics, and smart
forensic search

Total no. of cameras:

Al Ain Mall

Atlantis The Palm Hotel

UAE

UAE

Total no. of cameras:

814

Solution: Retail analytics

Total no. of cameras:

787

2050

Sofitel London St James
Mirqab Mall

UK

Qatar
Total no. of cameras:
Total no. of cameras:

1427

70

Solution: Video analytics,
facial recognition
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